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The Purpose of the ‘Work’
“If there has been one soul turned
toward the seeking of the Divine
within, and that seeking has
brought peace and understanding,
the work has not been in vain. …
Rather let each expression be of
how much joy, happiness, service
has been rendered to the varied
individuals.”
(Reading 254-86)
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“Individuals have hardships or surroundings that are
overpowering, overwhelming. If these are held onto as
crosses, they will remain as crosses. If they are met
with the spirit of truth and right in their own selves, they
should create joy for that is what will be built.”
(Cayce 552-2)
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OR FROM THE PRESIDENT’S DESK
Catherine MacDonald, President/CEO

I

had the privilege of participating in a ‘butterfly
release’ program sponsored by the Muskoka Hospice
Organization this past summer. It was a charitable
fund raiser and proved to be a very successful one at
that. My special interest in the event was that I purchased one of the Monarch butterflies in memory of my
mother who passed over a few years ago. The release of
over 500 Monarchs in a beautiful landscaped park was
spectacular. The sensation of seeing God’s special creatures, symbols of the soul, all fluttering heavenwards
was indescribable. One week after the event, a Monarch fluttered through my garden. I live 30 km from the
point of release and never has a Monarch graced my
garden before. I was overwhelmed!
Not only is the butterfly a symbol of the human soul,
the Monarch especially has a beautiful story…they are
the only butterfly that migrates to Southern California
and Mexico travelling some 2500 miles. The head of
the butterfly is no larger than a pin head and the fact
that it can find its path all that way is nothing more than
heavenly guided. Just another indescribable miracle of
creation, totally awesome.
“…he who understands nature walks close to God.”
(Cayce 1904-2)
May God bless all of you in all that you do.
Catherine MacDonald

Your small gift
can help us

G R O W!
If you feel that the Cayce work has enriched your
life and you would like to help get the message out
to other Canadians then we would ask you to consider a small gift to help us to make that happen.

Please visit: edgarcaycecanada.com
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AND SAY A PRAYER
on the Edgar Cayce Canada website
for that special someone.
Just go to
www.edgarcaycecanada.com
and click on “Get Involved” and
“Prayer Circle Network”

OR ECC NEWS
Edgar Cayce Canada Annual General Meeting

At the Edgar Cayce Canada Annual General Meeting in May,
2013 a fond farewell was given to Board Members who had
served their terms on the Board of Directors. Many, many thanks
to; Rev. Bob Johnstone (Quebec); Erika Allen (Ontario) and
Judith Wilson (Manitoba/Saskatchewan).
New volunteer Board members welcomed to the Board were Lori
Jensen (Alberta/Manitoba/Saskatchewan); John Miller (Ontario);
Robert Johnson (Ontario) and Rev. Peter Kendall (Quebec). These
folks are dedicated to the strategic planning of the organization
and serve one or two, 3-year terms depending on their personal
availability. There are 11 Board positions in total, and pro-rated
among the provinces as per membership distribution.
Edgar Cayce Canada Board of Directors will have two open
positions representing Ontario in May, 2014. If you are interested
in this type of activity, or know of someone who would be suited
to strategic planning-keeping the Cayce principles in mind, please
contact Thérèse Leman, Chair of the Nominating Committee at
613-731-4901.

Edgar Cayce Canada Annual Board Meeting,
May 2013

As well as welcoming the new board members, the Board of
Directors appointed new Officers of the Board who form the ECC
Management Executive. The appointments were made as follows:
Catherine MacDonald, President/CEO; Laurie Oliver, Vice
President and James Schmidt, Corporate Secretary. Marilyn
Kendall Smith moved into the Past President position. Ray
Millard was appointed Chair of the Board with Gerry Cormier as
Vice Chair.

Edgar Cayce Canada Management Team

The Edgar Cayce Canada Management Team was sorry to
say good-bye to Charlie Walker, Webmaster; Nan Millard,
Membership Director, Jon Shatat, Youth Program Coordinator
and Thomson Laurie, Editor of the Open Road Newsletter. All
four had served several years in those positions and will be sadly
missed. Sandra Bradley, Gravenhurst, Ontario has taken over the
Membership position and the Youth Program will be guided by
the Youth Advisory Committee made up of Catherine MacDonald,
Glenys Cook, Rob Johnson, Hayden Johnson, Christine AugerZivic and Jon Shatat. Specifically, Erika Allen will manage the
Youth and Adult Outdoor Retreat and Christine Auger-Zivic
will provide leadership to the youth program at the Canadian
Fellowship Conference. The website will now have a manager
instead of a webmaster (a very time consuming job). Laurie
Oliver has taken on the task of managing the site and will assign
changes required to various individuals that have the appropriate
skill-set for each action. Lori Jensen has taken the editor position
for the Open Road Newsletter. A Big WELCOME to them all!

Rev. Peter Kendall

Lori Jensen

Robert Johnson

John Miller

Sandra Bradley

Laurie Oliver

In Life’s Garden
Count your garden
by the flowers,
never by the leaves that fall.
Count your days
by the golden hours,
don’t remember the clouds at all.
Count your nights by stars,
not shadows.
Count your years with smiles,
not tears.
Count your blessings,
not your troubles.
Count your age by friends,
Not years!
Author Unknown
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Coconut Water - Nature’s Alkaline-Forming Elixir
By Simone Gabbay, RNCP, Toronto, ON

In

new coconuts are constantly being
today’s competitive
produced, yielding an almost connatural health industry, there
tinuous harvest, at an average of
is a constant coming and gosixty coconuts each. So, coconuts
ing of products. With beverand thus coconut water are availages, for instance, we see exotic
able year-round— the coconut tree
new juice combinations, energy
never withholds its blessings.
drinks, and flavoured waters appear in health food stores and on
Alkaline-forming minerals
supermarket shelves, replacing
From a nutritional perspective,
older brands in quick succescoconut water is high in naturally
sion. Only the most successful
occurring electrolytes, notably
ones survive longer than a few
potassium, calcium, and magnemonths, establishing a lasting
sium. These minerals are highly
market presence and loyal cusalkaline-forming, supporting the
tomer base.
body’s proper pH balance and thus
There is one type of health
optimal metabolic function. Those
drink that has taken the market
who are familiar with the dietary
by storm and seems set to stay:
guidelines from the Cayce readings
coconut water, which is the clear
appreciate the importance of keepliquid from inside the green, uning the body alkaline. The typical
ripe coconut fruit. As the cocomodern diet, high in processed
nut matures and ripens, this liqImage
courtesy
of
antpkr
at
FreeDigitalPhotos.net
foods and refined grains, tends to
uid solidifies and becomes part
push the body toward a state of excess acidity, thereby disof the sweet, white coconut flesh that we eat raw as a snack
rupting biochemical balance and opening the door to nuor use, often grated, in cooking and baking. Coconut water
merous health problems ranging from minor discomfort to
should not be confused with coconut milk, prepared from
major illness. By replenishing the body’s alkaline mineral
coconut flesh.
reserve, coconut water helps to restore a healthy pH balThirst-quenching, refreshing coconut water has rapidly
ance, thus strengthening the immune system and supportgained acceptance as a natural alternative to commercial
ing overall metabolism. In addition, coconut water contains
sports drinks. It is touted as being the purest liquid second
small amounts of B-complex vitamins, notably folate, along
to water itself and is said to have numerous health benefits
with several other micronutrients and phytochemicals in a
ranging from digestive support to relieving urinary probhighly bioavailable form.
lems and keeping diabetes under control. Are these claims
valid? Let’s look to coconut’s traditional and medicinal
Electrolyte energy
uses, as well as modern nutritional science, for the answer.
The presence of beneficial electrolytes also makes coNative to tropical regions, the coconut has long been valconut water an excellent energy drink, highly effective
ued for its water, oil, milk, and flesh, but its other parts are
for rehydrating the body after exercise. Many commercial
also used: the shell as charcoal; the fibrous husk to make
sports drinks are high in sugar, typically in the form of highrope and brushes; and the leaves to make thatched roofs.
fructose corn syrup, and also contain chemical colourings
In the ancient Indian language of Sanskrit, the coconut
and flavourings, along with other potentially harmful ingrepalm is known as kalpa vriksha, meaning “tree that gives
dients. Coconut water is the perfect natural alternative. A
all that is necessary for living.” Indeed, coconut palms give
study conducted at the Department of Physiology, School of
in abundance: although it takes up to a year for the fruit
Medical Science, Universiti Sains Malaysia, compared the
to mature, the palms bloom up to thirteen times a year, so
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effectiveness of fresh young coconut
water with a carbohydrate-electrolyte
beverage (CEB) and with plain water
for whole-body rehydration and blood
volume restoration during a two-hour
rehydration period following exerciseinduced dehydration. Published in the
March 2002 edition of the Journal of
Physiological Anthropology and Applied Human Science, the study concluded that coconut water was significantly sweeter, caused less nausea and
fullness and no stomach upset, and
was also easier to consume in larger
amounts compared with CEB and
plain water. The study determined that
young coconut water was effective for
whole-body rehydration after exercise.
Versatile uses
Coconut water is a naturally sterile
isotonic liquid whose chemical composition is similar to that of blood plasma.
Coconut water has even been successfully used as a short-term substitute for
intravenous hydration fluid, typically
in remote locations and emergency situations where medical intravenous solution was not available. A study conducted at the Faculty of Medicine &
Health Sciences, United Arab Emirates
University, concluded that although
green coconut water is not completely
equivalent to medical-grade intravenous nutrition with trace elements, it
may still provide sufficient support of
at least some of the trace elements if
used as a substitute.
Used in cooking, versatile coconut
water adds nutrition and a unique,
pleasant flavour to favourite dishes
and drinks. Try adding coconut water
to soups and sauces; to cooking water
for rice and other grains; to smoothies,
shakes, and fruit juice mixes; or use as
a substitute for water or milk in baking.

OR
Simone Gabbay, RNCP, is the
of three books based on the
Cayce readings, including
Cayce’s Diet Plan for Optimal
and Weight Loss.
www.simonegabbay.com

author
Edgar
Edgar
Health

Volunteer Appreciation…
Recognizing Marilyn Kendall Smith,
Sechelt, British Columbia

M

“…the reward is in the giving”

y first introduction to Edgar Cayce came over 55 years ago. My mother
received a copy of “Many Mansions” in which Cayce was mentioned; it was
instant recognition for me. However, it took many years before I learned about
the Association for Research and Enlightenment (ARE) and started on my spiritual quest. I didn’t know that Edgar Cayce Canada existed until 10 years ago. In
the meantime, I volunteered at hot dog days at the school, Miles for Millions,
Greenpeace, Hospice as a Soccer and Hockey Mom and on it went. I attended
several retreats at Seabeck, and met the McGareys, Charles Thomas, the Bros,
Elsie Sechrist, Hugh Lynn, and others; it was wonderful, I felt I had come home!
I also was able to attend several retreats with the Cayce Vancouver group. Only
after flying to a Cayce event in Calgary, AB, did I meet Catherine MacDonald
and finally found Edgar Cayce Canada (ECC). When I retired I was able to
return in a small way all the volunteer gifts given to me .Thank you Charlie
Walker for inviting me to become a part of the ECC Management Team, my
first experience as a volunteer with Edgar Cayce Canada. This was my time to
repay for all the spiritual guidance and health information I had received from
the ARE.
Volunteering for Edgar Cayce Canada has given me much more than I could
imagine. I love the spirit, the guidance, the love and the camaraderie of this
organization. That is why I volunteer for Edgar Cayce Canada, the reward is
in the giving.

Marilyn

Marilyn has served Edgar Cayce Canada as President/CEO; Membership Manager;
Study Group Manager; Information Officer and now as Past President. She has also
served at the Canadian Fellowship Conference in many capacities including “chair”.

Volunteerism – Edgar Cayce Canada’s

Golden Volunteer Program

According to the Collins English Dictionary (complete unabridged 10th edition) “Volunteerism is the donating of time and energy for the benefit of other
people…as a social responsibility rather than for any financial reward.”
Edgar Cayce on the subject:
“He that is called to service must indeed obey.” (294-155)
“You’ll not be in heaven if you’re not leaning on the arm of someone you
have helped.” (3352-1) “…individuals must first seek that they be of service.
Service rarely seeks individuals.” (254-31)
Edgar Cayce Canada (ECC) is a volunteer organization. One hundred percent,
volunteer operated. No one has ever been financially compensated for work
done. Our volunteers are numerous, some giving more than 1,000 hours in a
year, and others much less, but always with the philosophy of giving without
expectation of financial reward. There is much work to be done in the (ECC)
organization that stretches from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
All the ECC volunteers are dedicated to the principles and philosophy in the
Continued on page 8
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(Continued from page 7)

Cayce material. Why else would they give
themselves so selflessly to this great ‘work’?
This is not to say that volunteers should not
be recognized. Edgar Cayce Canada operates a volunteer recognition program entitled, Golden Volunteers. Each year a certificate of appreciation is awarded to those
volunteers that have contributed at least 100
hours in a given year to the ‘work’ across
Canada. If you are one of these dedicated
folks, or know of someone who is, please
let us know so they can be included in this
program.
If you would like to volunteer in the
‘work’ in Canada, we would love to
hear from you; please get in touch!
Call toll-free 1-866-322-8209, ext 0.

Check out our website at:

www.edgarcaycecanada.com

THE INSIDE CONNECTION:
Edgar Cayce Canada’s Prison Library Book Program
Submitted by Glenys Cook, Program Manager

Edgar Cayce Canada’s prison library book program, The Inside Connection, was started in 2006 and since that time
all prison facilities in Canada have been contacted and book packages mailed to them. Healing lodges, work camps and
facilities that house young offenders across Canada have also been contacted.
The present book package consists of: There is a River by Thomas Sugrue, Your Life, Why It Is The Way It Is And What
You Can Do About It, by Bruce McArthur, The Art Of Falling In Love With Your Time On Earth, by Mannie Billig and
Soul Growth Issues, Soul Grief Choices, by Fred Rawlins. These books provide valuable information for an inmate who
is searching for a better life.
We have received several letters from parolees and inmates during the past year requesting books and these have been
sent out with a personal letter that encourages feedback on the helpfulness of the books. Edgar Cayce Canada is presently considering replacing two of the books with ones more suitable for young offenders, so there are many hours of
happy reading ahead to find the best replacements.
Thank you for thinking about the Inside Connection through your donations and prayers.
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The Path To Psychic Development
By Douglas James Cottrell, Ph.D., Hamilton, Ontario

Psychic development, or the mastery

of the spiritual aspects of the soul - to
be aware of all things, so to speak - is,
indeed obtainable. But not only does
one have to want to do this in the first
place, there needs to be a purpose or a
reason for doing so.
For example, to those who would seek to understand healing and “dis-ease” in the body - what our culture calls healers - a clairvoyant-telekinetic ability or a clairsentient ability would greatly assist in their vocation. There lies purpose.
There lies reason. Understand that these tools of the soul
are always at the disposal of any who seek them! A businessman wanting to know the future, or a farmer wanting
to know coming weather conditions, having mastered the
ability to cast their minds forward in time, would quickly
discover such skills produce a better businessman, and also
a better farmer.
How to start? As one might attempt to “climb the mountain” of enlightenment, self-awareness, or to be self-realized (and, ultimately, fully-realized), there is a degree of understanding that must be achieved. But first of all: patience!
Understand that this life is but one breath in the life of the
soul. The soul itself lives forever, so there is no need to rush,
is there? What is the hurry?
Second of all, know that each of us must climb our own
mountain in our own way. There is only one peak, but there
are many pathways up that mountain to acquire that peak.
Yet cautions prevail. Greed, lust, power, dominance, position and privilege -- all stand in the way of those who
would attempt to further their innate spiritual abilities. Vanity, self-deception and deceit may take root. And a swelled
head.
Understand that as you migrate up that mountain, the path
becomes steeper and steeper as you approach the top. As
you get nearer and nearer to the top, therefore, if you slip,
the slip will cause you to fall greatly - almost back to the
beginning again - and that means re-enduring all the same
trials and tribulations of ascending that mountain in the first
place!
In order to develop the spiritual or psychic abilities that are
within, begin simply with the interpretation of dreams or
(even better) entering into the deeper states of meditation.
Learn to relax the mind and to disassociate the physical
world from the mental world. As you learn to master the process of meditation and quell the mind (taming the “monkey
mind” if you will), the “elephant mind” may come forth. As
this is done, the asp, the serpent, the “snake-like influences”
(i.e., the Kundalini developing through the chakra points or
gates) emerge and, in turn, alter the glandular systems so

that, over time, one might
become all-knowing or all-aware.
But, again, patience. And caution.
For there are those influences, those
entities and dimensions that may bring mischief, difficulty, or disharmony to the practitioner. Or, if one moves too
quickly, there may be disorientation and confusion. The
danger is also that one may come in contact with influences
that might attempt to push the novice to do their own bidding or will; rather than the beneficial influences that would
be enhancing and beneficial, and would broaden and deepen
the mental, intuitive and spiritual abilities.
By going slow, seeking out the proper teachers and assessing always the upward path – seeking always truth, rejecting old inadequacies or old concepts that are no longer
truthful -- this allows the migration, the progression, in a
healthy way, to the greater understanding of Consciousness.
But knowing all things, knowing how everything works,
knowing the secrets of nature is not the pathway to God.
Knowing who the self is, knowing the strengths and weaknesses of self, being able to “put the ego in a closet” – this
is how you will discover both your greatest friend and your
greatest enemy.
Having the willingness to face that enemy and overcome
the inadequacies within, this does take great strength, great
dedication, great humility and, of course, it develops great
awareness and closeness to the God-head itself. Work silently and understand that those who get the credit usually
do not get the reward. Those who move forward quietly,
humbly, assisting wherever they can, automatically develop
the intuitive abilities within.
The bottom line: in order to be a better intuitive individual,
become a better person. Learn humility and forgiveness,
tolerance and understanding. Then you can also see within
yourself those same inadequacies, and you can apply the
same understandings to yourself. Along the way, practice
daily meditation. Enter the “holy of holies,” enter meditation, and discover who and what you really are. O
R
Douglas James Cottrell, Ph.D. is best known as a trance
clairvoyant. He is a spiritual healer, teacher, and published
author who demonstrates many abilities studied by Noetic
Sciences, including clairvoyance, telepathy, energy healing, remote viewing, prediction, and prophecy. He teaches
people the world over about spiritual development through
the practice of meditation and the application of spiritual
principles in daily life. He is the founder of Many Mansions
Spiritual Centre in Hamilton, Ontario.
www.douglasjamescottrell.com
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Ghostly Visitations
By Sidney D. Kirkpatrick, Huntsville, ON

Reprint, courtesy of Venture Inward magazine of Edgar Cayce’s ARE

“[...] ghostly encounters suggest that discarnate spirits do indeed inhabit
our earthly realm, and that if an individual is sensitive or attuned to the spirit
world, as was Cayce, communication can take place.”

Artist rendition - Courtesy of artist Dana Orr

Try as they might and wish as they might, the Cayces

were not ordinary folks—and their Virginia Beach neighbors knew it. Twice a day, Edgar would retreat to his study,
enter into a hypnotic trance, and with the help of his wife,
Gertrude, spend forty-five minutes to an hour communicating with the spirit world. Reaching beyond the earthly
realms was the family’s occupation, often times with son
Hugh Lynn sitting in on trance sessions, and always with
Gladys Davis (practically a family member) taking dictation. What the neighbors didn’t know was that Edgar, in a
waking state, also entertained ghosts who dropped by for
friendly chats, or in one case, briefly took-up residence in
an upstairs bedroom.
Conversing with ghosts was nothing new for Edgar. As a
five-year-old in rural Kentucky he frequently visited with
his dead grandfather, Thomas Jefferson Cayce, who had
been killed after being thrown from a horse. Little Edgar’s
ghostly conversations became a matter of great concern to
his aunt, Lulu Boyd Cayce, who advised Edgar’s parents
that they should take their son to see a doctor; either that,
or a priest. “He’s got the Devil in him,” Lulu told Edgar’s
father Leslie. “No good can come of this.”
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The subject had first come to the family’s attention because Edgar was spending so much time alone in the family tobacco barn. When asked what he was doing, Edgar
matter-of-factly declared that he wasn’t alone. Grandpa was
there. According to Edgar, often times, Grandpa was out
in the fields too, working alongside the farmhands, helping
without them knowing it by reminding them of chores that
needed to be done. Little Edgar went on to say that grandpa
could sometimes be hard to see, that he frequently appeared
in “beams of light,” and that if Edgar looked really hard, he
could see right through him.
Thomas Jefferson Cayce’s favorite place to sit, Edgar confided, was under the eaves of the barn, near a robin’s nest.
Edgar offered to show his Aunt Lulu the spot, but she sternly declined. This was strange behaviour indeed, but what
really frightened her were the stories Edgar said his grandfather had been telling him about the Cayce family’s distant
past. These stories were not the kind easily produced by the
overactive imagination of a five-year-old, but authentic accounts of the Cayce family’s early years in Virginia, before
coming to Kentucky, stories that only the older generation
would know about.
At age thirteen Edgar was visited by an angel. Some accounts say that the visitation took place under a favorite
willow tree at the back of the house. Edgar himself, however, said that the spirit appeared to him in his bedroom,
after he had spent a long day reading his Bible and asking
how he could be of service to the Lord. He had eaten dinner
and, as usual, gone to bed after helping his mother with the
chores. His sisters were fast asleep in beds adjacent to his
own when he suddenly awoke and saw what he described as
a powerful light coming through the doorway.
“I felt as if I were being lifted up,” Edgar later wrote. “A
glorious light, as of the rising morning sun, seemed to fill
the whole room, and a figure appeared at the foot of my bed.
I was sure it was my mother and called [out], but she didn’t
answer. For the moment I was frightened, climbed out of
bed, and went to my mother’s room. No, she hadn’t called.
Almost immediately, after I returned to my couch, the figure
came again. Then it seemed all gloriously bright—an angel, or what, I knew not, but gently, patiently, it said: ‘Thy
prayers are heard. You will have your wish. Remain faithful. Be true to yourself. Help the sick, the afflicted.’”
Edgar slept very little that night. Once the vision had faded,

he rushed outside to his favorite willow tree, and through its
branches the moon seemed to shine more brightly than he
had ever seen it. He knelt beside the tree and thanked God
for answering his prayers. In the morning, as the sun began
to rise, he awoke to find himself still sitting under the tree. A
squirrel came down from one of the branches and searched
for nuts in Edgar’s pocket. He felt a sudden sense of joy and
release, as if the mysteries of his early childhood had come
into sharp focus. It was at that moment that Edgar be-lieved
he had obtained his first true insight into the life that lay
ahead of him. He would be doing “God’s work,” though exactly what he was to do, and how he was to prepare himself
were questions he hadn’t yet begun to address.
More than three years would elapse before he summoned
the courage to tell anyone about the angel’s visit. To have
done so would surely have upset Aunt Lulu and the rest of
the family, and even if he had felt up to facing an interrogation at home, and the one that would inevitably have followed at church, he didn’t feel he had the skills to convey
the intense personal nature of his vision or to avoid public
mockery and skepticism. “I had no way of knowing which
was more real,” he later confessed, “the vision of the lady or
the pillow I rested my head upon.”
In Edgar’s later years in Virginia Beach, these and other
stories about his childhood were widely circulated in news-

Portage Inn B&B and PrIvate Cottages
Peninsula Lake, Muskoka, Ontario
1-877-241-7614 • www.muskoka-rental.com
On 5 Acres of Woods and Fields
Affordable and Sleeps 2 to 17
Lakefront Walk-In Sandy Beach
15 Minutes to Golfing, Skiing & Tubing
30 Minutes to Algonquin Park
10 Minutes to Hidden Valley & Deerhurst
On Snowmobile Routes 54 & 77
Looking for a last
minute cottage?

Contact www.cottagefinders.ca
or 888-210-5230

papers, magazines, and the book, There Is A River, the first
Cayce biography. What wasn’t publically acknowledged
were the visits by ghostly apparitions that were still a part
of his daily life. Among the local villagers, he was already
notorious for his hypnotic trance sessions, so he and the rest
of the Cayce family were happy to keep quiet about what
else was going on. An unconscious psychic (who channeled
while asleep) was somehow less threatening, so the rationale went, than a conscious clairvoyant at large in the community. What would fellow parishioners at the Presbyterian
Church think?
The irony is that some of the best documented incidents
actually occurred while Edgar was at church. On Tuesday,
November 15, 1932, for example, Edgar was teaching his
weekly bible study class. He was at first disappointed that
so many of his regular attendees hadn’t come that evening.
But as he began his lesson—a biblical discussion of the
admonition of Joshua—the empty seats began to fill with
ghosts. Edgar’s father, Leslie, who was attending the class,
couldn’t see what Edgar saw, but from the look of astonishment on his son’s face, he knew that something unusual
was taking place. After the class, Edgar explained to Leslie
what had happened: “I saw the entire section of the church
fill with those disincarnate entities, people of many faiths ...
Many I knew. Many I did not.”
On another occasion, May 7, 1934, when Edgar was giving a talk on the second coming of Christ, the church again
filled with the dead. The larger crowd this evening, as the
readings suggest, was because Edgar, in a previous incarnation, had been Lucius of Cyrene—the follower of Jesus
who wrote the gospel of Luke, which provided the most
concrete and precise account of Jesus’ birth, ministry, death
and resurrection. Those in attendance in Virginia Beach’s
Presbyterian Church—both the living and the dead—may
actually have been treated to what amounted to a first-person discourse on what was, and was to be. No wonder he
packed the house!
Not long before that, on October 22, 1933, Byron Wyrick,
a close friend of Edgar’s, suddenly appeared in the Cayce’s
Virginia Beach living room while Edgar was listening to
his favorite Sunday night radio gospel show. “I realized my
friend was sitting there with me listening to the music,” Edgar said. “He turned to me and said, ‘Cayce, there is the survival of the personality... but [the life of prayer] is the only
life to live.’” What made this incident extraordinary was
that Wyrick had been injured in an accident and had died
six months before this visit. (Incidentally, in trance Cayce
had said that Wyrick had been, in a previous incarnation, the
model for the face on the Great Sphinx at Giza.)
As Gertrude would later report, Wyrick became a regular visitor to the Cayce household after that, always making his appearance on Sunday nights in time to join Edgar
listening to the gospel hour on the radio. But he was by no
Continued on page 12
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Ghostly Visitations, by Sidney D. Kirkpatrick (Continued from page 11)
means the only unseen visitor to their away. Asked how she had found Edgar,
home. As everyone in the household she said she had overheard a conversaacknowledged, Edgar carried on one- tion in Selma about their move to Virsided conversations so frequently that ginia Beach and had now come looking
they became almost commonplace. for him, hoping Edgar could save her
Three such incidents are worth not- life.
ing because they provide insights into
Edgar broke the tragic news to her.
why—to Edgar’s way of thinking— She had already succumbed to the illdiscarnate spirits sometimes remained ness and died. He told her to stop con“earthbound,” and how he could help centrating on the illness that had obvithem make the transition to another ously obsessed her, and that she should
plane of consciousness.
“look for the light” that would lead
In one incident, late in 1936 in Vir- her to where she was supposed to go.
ginia Beach, Gertrude, a light sleeper, Bunchie never returned to the Cayce
awoke to the sound of rapping on their home again.
second floor bedroom window. By
A year after this incident, another
now, accustomed to such phenomena, ghost visited the Cayces, only this time
she elbowed Edgar in the ribs to wake it was permitted to remain for more
him up and asked him to see who it than a month, during which time evwas. Hovering outside was a woman eryone in the household became connamed Bunchie, whom the Cayces had vinced of its presence. The ghost was
once employed at
Edgar’s father, Lestheir photo studio Then the mailman asked what lie, who had died
in Selma, Alabama. the sound was that he was listen- at age eighty-three
Gertrude couldn’t ing to. Hugh Lynn said, “It’s my on April 12, 1937,
see her, but Edgar grandfather. He’s back.”
while on a trip to
did. (She was well
Nashville to visit his
liked by the Cayces in Selma, but not daughters, Annie and Sarah. A fire had
for her intelligence, something which broken out in the upstairs apartment of
may have figured into what came next.) Annie Cayce’s house, and while escapEdgar reported reaching out to touch ing the building, Leslie suffered burns
her, but as soon as he did, she vanished, on his head and neck, which, due to
only to reappear a few minutes later. At his advanced age, hastened his death.
Gertrude’s request (she wanted to get An emergency reading for Leslie, consome sleep), Edgar invited Bunchie ducted immediately after the fire, beto meet him downstairs at the front gan with the words, “It is the end.”
door. Bunchie’s ghost came in through
About a week after Leslie’s funeral
the door and she and Edgar proceed- in Hopkinsville, family members beed to chat for an hour or so. She had gan hearing strange noises in his forcome thinking she was ill and needed mer bedroom at the top of the stairs
Cayce’s trance medical advice, which in Virginia Beach. Hugh Lynn swore
presented a problem for Edgar, since he heard his grandfather’s distinctive
she was already dead.
heavy breathing. Gertrude and Gladys
Edgar did not learn when or how she also heard someone walking around.
had died, only that she didn’t realize Edgar went into the room to see for
she had. She apparently had no sense himself. When he came out, he reportof time, either, and spoke of seeing Ed- ed the bad news first: “Leslie’s back.”
gar’s father in Selma recently, though it The good news was next: “He’ll only
had been many years since Leslie had be here for a few [more] days.” As if to
been there. She also told Edgar that she casually explain the phenomenon, Edwas still being treated for an illness by gar described the conversation he had
a Selma physician, Dr. Furniss, who had with his deceased father. “In his
Edgar would later learn had also passed mind he is trying to straighten out his
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papers... He’ll not be here long. Don’t
bother him because it will upset him
and he can’t communicate, can’t make
himself heard.”
Hugh Lynn found it rather curious
to be living with a ghost and availed
himself of the opportunity to see if
nonfamily members could hear or see
what was apparent to Gladys and the
Cayces. He decided to use the mailman
as a test subject. The mailman, whom
everyone in the family knew quite
well, was invited into the house and
asked to walk up the stairs to see if he
could hear anything unusual. According to Hugh Lynn, when the mailman
was halfway up the stairs he too heard
Leslie’s breathing. He looked at Hugh
Lynn very strangely and asked, “Isn’t
that where your grandfather stayed?”
Hugh answered: “Yes.” Then the mailman asked what the sound was that he
was listening to. Hugh Lynn said, “It’s
my grandfather. He’s back.” The mailman allegedly turned white and bolted
from the house. From that day on he
wouldn’t bring the mail to the door, but
tossed it into the hedge, running as he
left the yard.
A few days after the incident, a great
deal of noise began emanating from
Leslie’s room. Hugh Lynn headed for
the stairs to see what was the matter.
“Don’t do that,” Edgar warned. Hugh
Lynn didn’t listen to his father and
rushed up the stairs anyway, and at the
top of the stairs ran smack into what he
believed to be his grandfather.
“I could feel him,” Hugh Lynn said.
“Every hair on my head went straight
up in the air. I don’t know how I knew
it, but I just knew it was my grandfather. It was cold, but quite a different
chill, and it was like running into cobwebs in the dark woods, very fine when
they touch you, but when you wipe
them away there is nothing there.”
Then there was the ghost of Frank
Mohr, who had suffered a stroke in
July 1937, brought on by arterial sclerosis, and died on February 1, 1938. In
July 1940, Mohr appeared to Edgar in
a dream, in which Mohr told Edgar that

he would receive a letter from Mrs. Grace Wilson, a longtime friend of Mohr’s who had received physical and life
readings from Edgar in the late 1920s. A few days after the
dream, Edgar did indeed receive a request from Mrs. Wilson for a reading for James Taft, her son-in-law, a musician
who had recently been confined to a tuberculosis sanitarium
in Monrovia, California.
Thanks to the intervention from the spirit of Frank Mohr,
Edgar immediately did the reading, which recommended a
treatment not unlike that which had saved Gertrude’s life
from tuberculosis twenty-six-years earlier. James Taft’s
health improved greatly upon following Cayce’s recommendations but, several months later, his condition took a
turn for the worse, and he died. Edgar shared the family’s
grief and was at a loss to explain what had gone wrong.
Frank Mohr answered that question in a dream Edgar had a
few days after Taft’s death. Mohr told Edgar that the reading had been a good one, and that the musician had died
because he had neglected to follow through on the recommended treatments.
Mohr visited Edgar once more in an even more dramatic
way—during a health reading for Mohr’s wife, Ella, who
had been suffering from a heart condition. In the middle
of the session, Mohr appeared to Edgar, telling him, “No,
no, Mr. Cayce, Ella wants to come on [to be with me on
the other side]. Don’t prevent her.” Ella Mohr died the day
after the reading. In Edgar’s heartfelt letter of condolence
to the Mohr’s daughter, Helen, he assured her that Ella, like
Frank, lived on in another plane. “They have only gone
through God’s other door and we must not worry too much
for them.”
These and other ghostly encounters suggest that discarnate
spirits do indeed inhabit our earthly realm, and that if an
individual is sensitive or attuned to the spirit world, as was
Cayce, communication can take place. How and why such
spirits exist among us is determined, the readings tell us, by
whatever “form” that spirit creates or “assumes itself to be.”
If, for example, a spirit can’t accept its passing, or for a variety of reasons is unwilling or unable to move beyond the
earth plane, this is where it remains until it chooses to leave.
As the readings tell us, “many an individual has remained
in what is called death for... years, without realizing it was
dead... The ability to communicate and attempts to do so are
what usually disturb or worry [the dead].”
Cayce, in trance, described these earth-bound discarnate
spirits as manifesting as “pictures” or “expressions” of how
they once appeared in flesh and blood. Also in trance, Cayce
cautioned not to rely on information from them as these
spirits are not necessarily any wiser, insightful, or helpful
than they were before they had died. Simply because they
no longer have human bodies doesn’t bring enlightenment.
Further, the channel or “pattern” of communication is dependent upon the ability or “attunement” of both the communicator and the receiver, much as, the readings tell us, a
radio transmitter might work. In other words, as with any

Edgar Cayce &
Leslie Cayce

Cayce in his garden

Thomas Jefferson Cayce

communication, there can be impediments and miscommunication. More often than not, the readings suggest, communication is limited to a subconscious or “thought form”
level, as in a dream or a sudden and unexplained impulse.
Many other insights can be gleaned from the readings, but
one of the most important relates to why visitations take
place. Whether the communications are from angelic spirits
or discarnate souls trapped on the earth plane, they do not
necessarily come to us for our benefit, but for their own.
In other words, discarnate spirits and angels too, have an
agenda. The spirits want our help, not—as one would imagine—the other way around. This is why Cayce cautioned
not to recklessly engage discarnate spirits by experimenting
with Ouija boards and crystal balls (yes, Cayce acknowledged, such devices could be used, with proper attunement,
to channel the dead). “Know that they come to you for aid,
not to aid you,” the readings warn.
When confronted by a discarnate, Cayce advised providing the entity with aid or direction, whether it is guiding
the discarnate to the light of God or sending them love and
understanding through prayer. The important thing is to protect ourselves and loved ones in the process, by what we
hold in our heads and in our hearts. Our intentions must be
of the highest order.
Two ghost-related encounters from the Cayce readings
make this quite clear, as they shed light on how an unwelcome discarnate can wreak havoc in our personal lives, and
what we can do about it. The first was for Amanda White,
Continued on page 14
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Ghostly Visitations, by Sidney D. Kirkpatrick (Continued from page 13)
a fifty-six-year-old Virginia housewife who was considering leaving her
husband, who was an alcoholic. She
described how, after binge drinking,
her husband would black-out, become
violent, acting as if he were someone
altogether different from the man she
had married. Cayce, in trance, told her
that her concerns were warranted, and
she should take action. The reason he
blacked out when he was drinking was
because a discarnate entity, hovering
about him, seized the opportunity to
“possess” him. The presumption here
and in other readings, is that there exist spirits who are trapped in the earth
realm because of their addictions, and
who take the opportunity, when available, to slip into the body of a living
person who shares their addiction, vicariously experiencing what they most
craved in life.
Cayce, in trance, offered both medical
and spiritual advice to the distraught
woman and her husband. When sober,
Mr. White should avail himself of the
Radiac, a low-level electrical device
which would help reduce his desire for
alcohol. However, the sleeping Cayce
said that her husband’s recovery from
addiction (and protection from the discarnate), would not be possible unless

New Year Retreat
Working Positively
with Change,
inner and outer

January 25th, 2014
9:00am - 4:30pm

Mark St. United Church,
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Contact

helene_thibert@hotmail.com
750 745-7188
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he truly desired to get well. As for Mrs. White, the advice was to be understanding and sympathetic to his condition, but to not put herself in harm’s way or to
debase herself by giving into anger, resentment, and fear. She would find peace
and protection from within, through “kindness, gentleness, and prayer.”
The second reading was given for Cayce Jones, the infant son, (named in Edgar’s honor) of his best friends in Selma. Edgar, in trance, described the child
as being particularly psychic, one who would do well to enter the ministry or
become a communicator of the realms beyond. (He became a radio talk-show
host). Ten years later, when Edgar was visiting Selma, the child’s mother related
a curious phenomenon that was creating a great strain on their family life. She
told Edgar that young Cayce Jones would not go alone into their new house unless accompanied by a parent. When the mother asked her son what the problem
was, he simply replied: “You would not understand.”
The parents asked Edgar to look into the matter. After discussions with the child,
it soon became apparent that the boy had indeed begun to manifest the psychic
abilities foretold in his first life-reading. He confided to Edgar what he was reluctant to tell his parents: that he believed that the ghost of someone who had died in
the house had remained behind. The child was “picking up” disturbing psychic
vibrations from the discarnate. In discussions with Edgar, the problem was easily resolved. Cayce Jones had only to take a living thing into the room with him,
something he loved or cared for, whether it was a caged bird or a potted plant, to
offset the vibrations of the unwanted presence.
The lesson here, as in
so many readings, is that
love trumps all. As Edgar
later reported in a letter to
a mutual friend in Selma,
the experience confirmed
what he knew to be true,
and what the child discovered for himself each and
every time he subsequently
entered the house. “A bird
or the flower... [has] Life,
and Life is God. [and God
is Love.] And when He
is with me... nothing can
harm.” O
R
Sidney D. Kirkpatrick is
author of the critically
acclaimed Edgar Cayce,
An American
Prophet
(Penguin Putnam, 2000).
His latest book, Hitler’s
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Francisco Book Festival
and has been translated
into five languages.
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The Arts and Spirituality…what Cayce said
By Mark Finnan, Peterborough, ON

The Creation - Michelangelo

S

een an inspiring film*, play or
dance performance lately? Attended
a concert, a music recital or opera recently that moved you in some profound way? Perhaps you have read a
novel or short story that opened your
mind and heart to the healing power
of love or the redemptive nature of human relationships? Was there a poem
in your past that for an instant opened a
door to the infinite? If you experienced
just one of the above you know that the
arts can lift our spirits, enlighten our
minds and enrich our lives.
Such an experience confirms the validity of what Edgar Cayce had to say
about the arts. Asked by a woman, an
aspiring writer, whether music, poetry
and art were just illusory pursuits, he
replied “Know they are of the realms
of Creative Energies, which are of the
Maker…embrace Him while you may,
in music and art.”(5265-1).
Given what the Cayce readings have
revealed about the importance of the
arts to our psychological and spiritual
development it is obvious that we, especially anyone on a personal growth/
spiritual path, should be conscious of
and open to their potential in this regard. Most would agree that children
should be engaged in creative play
and artistic activity. Unfortunately the
imaginative world enjoyed by children is too often later set aside as of
little or no significance to adult life,
even though such childhood activity

can awaken the young soul to its future life path. Many people view the
arts as peripheral to the more serious
business of earning a living or at best
as mere entertainment intended for our
distraction, which sadly a good deal
of commercial artistic activity has become. Yet the Cayce material reveals
that the arts and religion ideally exist
for the same purpose, to bring us closer
to God.
In responding to a question about inspirational writing and the attunement
needed if it was to be of real benefit,
Cayce said, “That from the beginning
there have been such divine influences upon the mind of man is seen not
only in that termed Holy Writ, but also
in art, in music, in song, in verse, in
pros...” ( 5752-4). Given such a statement it is not surprising that the Bible,
the plays of Shakespeare, the poetry of
Blake and Milton, as well as, books by
contemporary spiritual writers sometimes share the same shelf.
There are many references in the
readings on the arts to their ability as to
facilitate healing of the mind, body and
soul. Music in particular was singled
out in this regard. Long before there
was music therapy Cayce was talking
about it. He had this to say to a young
musician who had a past lifetime involvement with music, “So the entity
may in the application of self in the
present become as one who may write,
as one who may direct, or one who may

play the character of music through
which healing may be brought even to
diseased as well as dis-eased bodies.”
(949-12). In fact Cayce recommended
music for everyone, music that is harmonious in nature, saying that it alone
could span the gap between the finite
and the infinite.
Individuals who were interested in
or involved with the arts were invariably told how they had used their
abilities and talents in a previous life,
usually for the benefit of others. This
was especially true of those who had
served in what Cayce called the Temple Beautiful in ancient Egypt. It had
been established along with the Temple
of Sacrifice by RaTa, the High Priest
of the period and a former incarnation of Cayce himself. In the Temple
Beautiful music, dance, painting and
ritual were used for healing, worship
and the raising of consciousness. One
thirty one year old woman was given
this insight into her past involvement
with music and told that in her present
life she could use music to help guide
young people. “ In the Egyptian land,
among those of the many children of
the priests...(and) brought to activities in the Temple Beautiful much of
the abilities to use music and prose to
express emotions in the worship established there. Thus the entity’s present
interest in art, in music and its abilities
Continued on page 22
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OR EVENTS ACROSS CANADA
Spiritual Growth Study Groups
Across Canada
Marilyn Kendall Smith, Study Group Manager
Toll free: 1 866 322-8209, ext 5
studygroups@edgarcaycecanada.com
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Comox Valley – Monthly
Metaphysical Exploration Group
Anjali or Norman Thomas 250-338-1690
Nanaimo – 1st and 3rd Thursdays
Nanaimo Metaphysical Network
Visit nanaimometaphysicalnetwork.org for
schedule and speakers.
William and Judith Munns 250 753-2110
nmn05@shaw.ca
Vancouver – Meetings every month
Mutual Interest group/Movie Night
John Golka 604 736-7762
ONTARIO
Toronto - 28 September
Ancient Mysteries and the Return of
the Atlanteans: That Means You!
John Van Auken
Marlene Harris 1 866 322-8209 ext 716
torontoregistrar@edgarcaycecanada.com
Peterborough – November 17th
Near Death Experiences…What they tell us
Jim Bedard, author of Fire in the Lotus
Helene Thibert 750 745-7188
helene_thibert@hotmail.com
Peterborough – January 25, 2014
New Year Retreat
Working Positively with Change, Inner and Outer
Helene Thibert 750 745 7188
helene_thibert@hotmail.com
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QUEBEC
Montreal (South Shore) – Biweekly meetings
Healing and Meditation Group
Peter Kendall 450 676-4203

How to get in touch with
Edgar Cayce Canada
1 866 322-8209· info@edgarcaycecanada.com
Edgar Cayce Canada
505 Muskoka Rd 118 West, Suite 155
Bracebridge, ON P1L 2G7
Additional information is available on many events
on the Edgar Cayce Canada website:
www.edgarcaycecanda.com

OR ACTIVITIES ACROSS CANADA
Canadian Fellowship Conference 2013
The 30th Canadian Fellowship Conference held in Kingston,
Ontario in May, 2013 was a big success with Kevin Todeschi
regaling the audience with his vast knowledge and innate
sense of humour. The keynote topic was “Edgar Cayce on

Soul Growth and the Illusion of Time.” The weekend was
a combination of lectures and experiential exercises, plus
several workshops on various topics given by volunteers.
Everyone commented that they had a wonderful time.

A picture is worth a million words:

Selling at the Higher Shelf bookstore

Youth Group with Kevin Todeschi

Sharing in Cafeteria

Sharing Group

Sharing Group

Kevin Todeschi leading a Sharing Group

Sharing Group

Sharing Group

Youth working in the
Higher Shelf Bookstore

The 31st Canadian Fellowship Conference will be held on May 23 to May
25, 2014 with Keynote Speaker Dr. Norman Shealy, MD, PhD. on Energy
Medicine, A Path to Bliss - Doing Good to Self and Others.
See BACK COVER for more information and how to register.
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OR ACTIVITIES ACROSS CANADA
Youth and Adult Outdoor Retreat 2013! Submitted by Erika Allen, Retreat Manager

On the “Safari Sid” hike

T

he combined vision of Sidney and Nancy Kirkpatrick,
who wanted to bring the Cayce community together at their
Inn, and Jon Shatat, Una Ellis and Erika Allen who had
the vision of a Cayce outdoor retreat here in Ontario, has
come together for a second year, and we look forward to yet
another successful retreat in 2014.
Despite the unpredictable weather, we had a wonderful
time and everyone left the retreat with love and gratitude
for the community that was shared and the inspirations that
were felt. Our attendance numbers doubled that of 2012,
and four junior counsellors, were added to the volunteer
staff. They brought fresh ideas, enthusiasm and lots of
energy to the children’s program. Siyobin Blanco, Christine
Auger-Zivic, Hayden Johnson and Bob Flewelling will be
back again next year to assist in putting on another dynamic
youth program.
The retreat program was flexible in nature, meaning
that all activities were available to both youth and adults,
allowing for mixed age groups throughout the weekend.
New this year was a Creativity Centre where children and
adults could go and create a nature collage, paint spirit
stones, personalize a walking stick, make a tie dye shirt or
simply do some other art activity. The walking sticks were
especially popular amongst the children and many of them
used their walking sticks on the Safari Sid hike. Una Ellis
had her wood-burning kit with her and both she and Cherif
Zawill helped the children make their walking sticks more
personalized and durable.
The sports activities were run by Rob Johnson and his son
Hayden. Soccer, Capture the Flag and other games were
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On the “Safari Sid” hike

played. An hour of inspirational drumming and vibration
allowed us the experience of heightened awareness and a
strong sense of community. It was truly wonderful! The
drumming circle was followed by sacred dances on the
patio. Dancing under a summer sky, surrounded by beautiful
trees and a fantastic view of Peninsula Lake was inspiring.
A healing circle dance was also enjoyed by many bringing
healing energies to those who chose to receive them in the
middle of the circle. An early morning Paneurythmy dance
circle was also enjoyed by the early risers. The dance was
both a healing for the dancers and a blessing from nature.
Meditations were held under the treetops, listening to the
birds singing and the wind whispering in the leaves. The
children were led in their own meditation, sitting and lying
under a tree, and many of them had profound experiences.
A bonfire, sing-a-long to guitar accompaniment was
enjoyed until dark. Then the group was regaled with
stories from Sidney Kirkpatrick and Mark Finnan, ending
with a community story that everyone contributed to! The
story took some unexpected turns, giving rise to hilarious
laughter.The sky blessed us with its rain and we were driven
indoors to play Pit, the game that Edgar Cayce created.

OR ACTIVITIES ACROSS CANADA
Sunday evening was the Talent Show which was
hilarious, as always. Both youth and adults put their
talents and creativity together to a very appreciative
audience who laughed their way through the evening.
Fund raising activities for the Youth Scholarship Fund
proceeded throughout the weekend with a raffle, sales
of various items, reiki treatments, and the production of
astrology reports. Fund raising will continue throughout
the next year as we endeavour to make the Cayce Outdoor
retreat experience available to all the young folks who wish
to participate. You too, can contribute by contacting
Edgar Cayce Canada, Catherine MacDonald,
Treasurer at 705 645 3879 or cmac@muskoka.com.
Donations to the scholarship fund are used strictly for
the Youth attending the Outdoor Retreat. All workers/
staff at the event are volunteers and are rewarded with
many blessings seeing the participants enjoying the
program.

We hope to see some new faces next year, but be
advised that the retreat this year was a ‘sell-out’, so
Register very early!

For more information on the
2014 RETREAT - July 17-20, contact Erika Allen
erwassif@gmail.com or 905 726-9043

To join the

Prayer Circle Network

as a pray-er, or if you are in need of prayer, contact
Kathie Caple
prayercircle@edgarcaycecanada.com

1-866-322-8209, ext 4
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OR ACTIVITIES ACROSS CANADA
Atlantic Fellowship Conference 2013

Peterborough Cayce Study Group Annual Picnic

My husband, James Schmidt and I were pleased to be
able to attend the Atlantic Fellowship Conference in New
Brunswick in July of this year. It was a rare privilege to
meet with old friends and renew friendships. The keynote
speaker was Sidney Kirkpatrick, author of the very
popular Cayce autobiography, “Edgar Cayce An American
Prophet.” James and I have been in the Cayce work for
many years and thought we had heard everything there was
to hear about Mr. Cayce, however, big surprise! There are
details in this book that astonished us. It’s a must read!
Sidney is an energetic, charismatic speaker and lots of
fun. Everyone enjoyed his talks and his enthusiasm for all
things ‘Cayce’. He brought along several “Pit” games that
created a rousing fun time for many. Mr. Cayce created the
game so he could play cards with his friends and not be able
to read what cards were in their hands.
Sidney’s wife, Nancy, also gave an interesting talk, “How
to Live Your Life According to Cayce,” as well, there were
several workshops given by volunteers on various topics
of interest. On the Saturday evening, there were discussion
groups organized which proved to be very enlightening and
allowed folks to interact on subjects of interest. In addition,
there were other such as, evening entertainments which
were lots of fun, dancing, drumming and much more.
As with all of the ‘Cayce’ related events, the ability to
share personal time with like-minded individuals was
paramount. It was a weekend that will remain in our hearts
for some time to come.

On Sunday, August 12th, over 30 people gathered for the
Peterborough Cayce Study Group Annual picnic, which was
held at the attractive home of study group member Linda
Thomson. In what was ideal summer weather we gathered
on the lawn, seating ourselves in a large circle. After a
short time of quiet, an enjoyable time followed introducing
ourselves to the group and discovering our respective
connections to the Cayce material. We were honoured to
have Catherine MacDonald and James Schmidt from the
Bracebridge Study Group and John Miller and Theresa Van
Es from the London Study Group, all long time students of
the Cayce material, join us.
Melinda Ellis spoke prayerfully of the passing of a former
group member Marianne Wiun.
During the pot luck meal, a delicious and healthy selection
of table fare, we were treated to live music courtesy of Tom
Bays, brother of a group member, Wendy Lott. Afterwards,
Claudette Gauthier drew more that a few laughs with her
musical skit of tribulations of a rebel nun and Heather
Homes found a quiet spot where she generously read the
Tarot cards for a few eager believers.
All too soon it was time to fold our lawn chairs and
say good-bye, with many lingering for one last chat and
exchange before heading home. All in all a very enjoyable
gathering.

Submitted by Catherine MacDonald, ECC, Volunteer

Playing Pit

Keynote speaker Sidney
Kirkpatrick and wife Nancy
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Fun Time

Workshop

Submitted by Helene Thibert

OR ACTIVITIES ACROSS CANADA
Weekend de l’Éveil Créatif 2013, Châteauguay, Qc

Creative Awakening Weekend 2013, Châteauguay, QC
Adapted from French by Francine Charron

Depuis déjà 8 ans le Rév. Bob Johnstone et le Rév. Peter
G. Kendall organisent le WEEKEND DE L’ÉVEIL CRÉATIF
en anglais…Pour la première fois cette année ils ont invités
les francophones à se joindre au groupe anglophone…
Ce fut une belle expérience de rapprochement de deux
cultures différentes qui se sont amalgamées dans une
complicité d’amour et de partage. Le groupe fut divisé
en deux lors des conférences données dans les langues
respectives. Par contre, lors du concert de bol de cristal,
l’exercice du PAPILLON inventé par le Rév. Johnstone
à la présentation du volet Académie des Arts, chaque
participant nous présentait et décrivait son travail apporté
à la salle au niveau artistique ainsi que pour le Cercle de
fermeture présidé par le Rév. G. Kendall chacun exprima
l’émotion du weekend. Ce fut très touchant et nous étions
tous ensemble...
Les discussions allaient bon train, les uns traduisaient
pour les autres, une parfaite harmonie. Nous avons eu la
participation de plusieurs conférenciers qui ont travaillé
dans les deux langues.
Du côté anglophone : un atelier de guérison enseigné par
le Rév. Bill et Rév. Carol Morse; Donna Donovan parla de
son expérience de vie avec Edgar Cayce; Rév. Peter G.
Kendall le conscient versus subconscient; Joyce Browning
avec sa routine d’énergie..
Le groupe francophone fut initié à l’histoire d’Edgar
Cayce, beaucoup de questions furent posées et répondues
par Johane Rutledge qui par la suite nous fîrent pratiquer
la respiration Gi Gong… Elle s’occupa également d’une
période de Channeling très appréciée des 2 groupes. La
loi de l’attraction fut expliquée par Kelly Roughton aux deux
groupes, ainsi que La vie après la vie par Gilles Rousseau;
La Constellation Familiale et Faire place au bonheur furent
démontrés par Ariane Laberge; et La programmation
positive par Francine Charron. Bref une fin de semaine
pleine d’émotions positives! Ce ressourcement individuel
aida au cheminement spirituel que chacun entreprend un
jour dans sa vie... Namaste.
MERCI à tous.

It has been eight years already that the Rev. Bob Johnstone
and Rev. Peter G. Kendall have organized the CREATIVE
AWAKENING WEEKEND. However, this year for the
first time, they invited francophones to participate. It was
a beautiful experience two different languages meeting
in a sharing and loving level. Generally, the participants
were divided into two groups according to their language
preference, but some workshops were done together.
The crystal bowl concert, the butterfly exercise, the
academy of art: each participant was presenting and
describing their piece of art – it was very interesting – and
at the closing circle, with Rev. Peter G. Kendall presiding,
everyone expressed their emotions about the weekend in
their own language – very touching.
For the rest of the weekend, when discussions were going
on, everybody was translating for everyone else in perfect
harmony. We had bilingual speakers whose presentations
were fantastic.
Those in the French speaking group were initiated into
the life of Edgar Cayce with a lot of questions being asked
and answered by Johane Rutledge. Afterwards we practiced
the GI GONG breathing and she did Channeling work with
both groups which was really appreciated. Kelly Roughton
talked about The “law of attraction” and Gilles Rousseau
gave us a view of life between lives. There was a singing
bowls concert with Ginette Séguin and Ariane Laberge
demonstrated a Family constellation and how to make a
place for happiness in our life, while Francine Charron did
an exercise on positive programming.
Those in the English speaking group had a healing workshop
with Rev. Bill and Rev. Carol Morse. Donna Donovan talked
about her experiences regarding the Edgar Cayce material
while Rev. Peter Kendall discussed consciousness and dream
play. Kelly Roughton spoke about the “Law of attraction”
and Joyce Browning presented information on Energy
medicine.

par Francine Charron

Francine Charron, Rev. Bob
Johnstone, Rev. Peter G. Kendall
h
Rev. Bill & Rev. Carol Morse, Rev. Peter G. Kendall, Francine Charron, Rev. Bob Johnstone, Gilles Rousseau, Johane Rutledge, Debra
Mink, in Front/1ère rangée: Donna Donovan, Kelly Roughton.

People of like minds coming together as one and
putting aside any differences for the Highest Good
of All. Our world as we see it is way different than
the outside world and we are changing it bit by bit
in a truly loving and caring manner. I would like
to say thank you to everyone and my heart joins
with you. . . God Bless You. . . Namaste.
Rev. Peter G. Kendall
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The Arts and Spirituality…what Cayce said

By Mark Finnan, Peterborough (Continued from page 15)

in these, if the time is taken for the application of self in such.” (3342-1).
A young housewife who had ability
as a story teller was told that her abilities stemmed from her service in Egypt
as an interpreter of languages of other
lands. Later in the Holy land she served
by relating to others “...the stories and
experiences of those who had been
in close contact with the Teacher of
teachers, the Lord of lords, the Brother
of man.” (2035 -1).
An aspiring singer and actress, frustrated by her lack of recognition, was
told that in her chosen career she could
do as much good as if she were a minister of the gospel! Yet for her and others who were pursuing a career on the
stage or screen the warning was given
not to put fame or fortune first and
foremost. “…If fame be thy God, then
the feet of same is clay ...Would that
which is best be shown in thine self;
put God before self, before fame, before position…Then these things may
be added unto you! (4429-1).
There were references to the higher
purpose of dance in several readings.
A woman was encouraged to use her
past experience with dance to teach
physical education to young people, as
she had “…prepared for and trained in
the purpose of the dance in the Temple
Beautiful, being an exquisite personage in its abilities to coordinate body
movements for physical developments,
as well as for the mental and spiritual
aspirations…” (3424-1).
A young man with artistic ability
was told that he had used his talents to
depict the beautiful in previous lives
working in sculpture, statuary and
carvings on the walls and facades of
buildings. In Egypt he had been a decorator. In a more recent lifetime he had
been a student of Rubens.
A thirty four year old housewife who
wrote poetry was advised to take her
talent more seriously, “for the entity
is gifted in vision, which is indicated
in its ability as a rhymist or poet. Yet
these, if they were changed just a bit,
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and made in many places to apply to
the spiritual, might bring not only a
great satisfaction but much of help,
much of comfort to others” (5354-1).
So, in delving into the Cayce readings on the arts one finds a profound
source of information about and insight into the origin and significance of
the innate creative nature of life as expressed by artists, musicians and writers, whose work may inspire and enlighten us in some way. The Lebanese
poet, artist and mystic Kahlil Gibran,
in his poetic masterpiece, The Prophet
echoed this in Almustafa’s (the prophet) answer to a question about the business of buying and selling; “…and if
there come the singers and the dancers
and the lute players, buy of their gifts
also, for they too are gatherers of fruit
and frankincense, and that which they
bring, though fashioned of dreams, is
raiment and food for your soul.” O
R
*Check out one of the following DVD’s:
Lincoln, The Untouchables, Daniel Deronda, The Elephant in the Room, Being Flynn, The Secret Life of Words, Restoration,
The Life of Pi, As it is in Heaven.
Mark teaches a transformational
course and offers presentations and
workshops. See www.markfinnan.com
for more information.

Astrology Reports
from
the Higher Shelf

Astrology and
Numerology reports
are available

Music…

Beauty of the Spirit

(Edgar Cayce 3053-3)

Quotes excerpted from Living in the Light
Newsletter –Issue 167

“For this is the manner, MUSIC in which
distances may be spanned, in which all
realms of thought may find a greater outlet
of expression, and in which the heart
may be raised to a comprehension of the
relationships. For, as is oft expressed,
the angels singing, and the music of the
spheres, as in color and relationship, this
becomes the means of manner that is
universal in its activity upon the minds and
souls of men.”
(Edgar Cayce 1932-2)
“Music gives a soul to the universe, wings
to the mind, flight to the imagination and
life to everything.” (Plato)
“If I were not a physicist, I would probably
be a musician. I often think in music. I live
my daydreams in music. I see my life in
terms of music.” (Albert Einstein)

“A man should hear a little music, read a
little poetry, and see a fine picture every
day of his life, in order that worldly cares
may not obliterate the sense of the beautiful
which God has implanted in the human
soul.” (Johann Wolfgang von Goethe)
“If I had my life to live over again, I would
have made a rule to read some poetry and
listen to some music at least once every
week”
(Charles Darwin Autobiography of Darwin 1809-92)

“Where words fail, music speaks.”
(Hans Christian Andersen)
“The music is not in the notes, but in the
silence between.”
(Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart)

1 866 322-8209, ext. 2
retail@edgarcaycecanada.com

Reincarnation Revisited
By Dr. Julien Meagher, (Ph.D), London, ON
Part I – The Historical Context

The topic of reincarnation, while very dominant in

the collective imagination of Eastern traditions, remains
marginalized in Western society. Recent scientific research
on the topic, however, is reintroducing this age old belief
into Western popular culture, with interesting therapeutic
applications in the fields of psychology, psychiatry, as well
as, alternative health. Psychiatrist Dr. Brian Weiss, through
the use of past-life regression in his clinical practice and
psychiatrist Dr. Ian Stevenson, through his ground-breaking
cross-cultural reincarnation studies, are revolutionizing
our modern understanding of the soul’s journey through
time and space. What if we weren’t limited to a single life
on earth? What if our soul had many
lives to experience the physical world,
before journeying back to a unified field
of consciousness? My article in this
section seeks to clarify some of these age
old questions, by putting reincarnation
back into its proper historical context.
I will first attempt to illustrate the manner
in which the doctrine of reincarnation,
also known as the transmigration of the
soul or metempsychosis, was once a
very respected belief, in ancient times,
before being ousted from early Western
discourse by the advent of modern
Christianity. The gradual reintroduction
of reincarnation, in the latter half of
the 20th century, by such forward
thinking pioneers, as the aforementioned psychiatrists
will be examined in the second part of this study, as I
will summarize the current work being conducted in this
fascinating field.
We know that Eastern religions – Hinduism, Buddhism
and Jainism- all adhere to the karmic laws of causality. But
it’s interesting to note that The Egyptians, the Druids and
the Greeks – starting with Pythagoras- were all believers
in the concept of reincarnation as well. In fact, all of
Western antiquity was familiar with this principle. The
transmigration of the soul is found as a central theme in
at least three masterworks of the Greek philosopher Plato,
including the Phaedo, The Banquet and in the 10th book
of Plato’s Republic: The Myth of Er The Pamphylian. The
story of this soldier who dies on the battlefield, only to be
brought back to life, in order to tell of what he saw on the
Other Side is a powerful testament to the ancient belief in
the cyclical nature of our soul’s voyage between physical
and nonphysical realms. The Pharisees and especially the
Essenes believed in reincarnation. The Jewish people, as a

whole were waiting for the return
of the prophets, and especially of
Elijah. The Jewish Zohar speaks of
transmigration, the Kabbalah of rebirth that allows men to
be purified. Even Jesus, did not deny the concept.
While reincarnation does not explicitly appear in the
Gospels of the New Testament, its presence is nevertheless
implicit in at least 3 circumstances. 1st: when Christ speaks
of Abraham, ‘The Jews said to him, “Thou art not yet
fifty years old, and hast thou seen Abraham?” Jesus said
unto them, “Verily, verily, I say unto you, Before Abraham
was, I am”’ - John (8:58) (implying that Jesus was eternal,
having lived before). 2nd: the episode of
the blind new-born baby. As Jesus passed
by, he saw a man who was blind from his
birth. So his disciples asked him, saying,
“Master, who did sin, this man, or his
parents, that he was born blind?” Jesus
answered, “Neither hath this man sinned,
nor his parents: but the works of God
should be made manifest in him.” John
(9:1-3) (implying the man had to have
lived before to be born blind). And lastly,
it is announced to Zachary that his son
will come forth “with the spirit and the
strength of Elijah.” Christ clearly states
that John the Baptist is Elijah. “But I tell
you, Elijah has already come, and they
did not recognize him, but have done to
him everything they wished. In the same way the Son of
Man is going to suffer at their hands.” Then the disciples
understood that he was talking to them about John the
Baptist. (Matthew 17:12, 13)
It is interesting to note that many early Christian mystics
mention reincarnation in their writings. In the 3rd century
A.D., St. Gregory the Illuminator, the Armenian patriarch
said: “It is absolutely necessary that the soul should
be healed and purified, and that if it does not take place
during its life on earth, it must be accomplished in future
lives.” Lactantius, the early Christian apologist from North
Africa and Origen, one of the most distinguished writers
of the early Church, both grant to the soul pre-existing
and subsequent lives. One hundred years later, in the 4th
century, the views on reincarnation, within the clergy,
remained largely unchanged. St. Augustin ponders the
following. “Did my infancy succeed another age of mine
that dies before it? Was it that which I spent within my
Continued on page 24
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Reincarnation Revisited By Julian Meagher (Continued from page 23)
mother’s womb? . . . And what before
that life again, O God of my joy, was
I anywhere or in any body?” The
tendency to hide reincarnation from
the public begins in the 4th century
A.D., with St. Jerome who stated
the following, “The transmigrations
(reincarnation) of souls was taught for
a long time among the early Christians
as an esoteric and traditional doctrine
which was to be divulged to only a
small number of the elect.” (Jerome,
letter to Demetrias) Indeed, this “one
chance, one life doctrine” with eternal
damnation without parole for sinners,
was a most convenient way to maintain
the Church’s authority.
The second Council of Constantinople,
held in 553 A.D. by the Byzantine
emperor Justinian, marks a turning
point in the history of reincarnation in
the West. For it was here that, for purely
political reasons, Pope Vigilius was
forced to condemn Origen’s proposals
related to, among other things, the preexistence of the soul. It should be noted
that the total blackout in effect in the
West on this essential subject, which
has lasted over 1500 years, has finally
been lifted. Since 1979, The Vatican
has officially authorized research into
reincarnation.
The gradual reintroduction of
reincarnation, in the latter half of the
20th century, by such forward thinking
pioneers, as Dr. Brian Weiss and Dr.
Ian Stevenson, will be examined in
the second part of this study, wherein
I summarize the current work being
conducted in this fascinating field.
Part 2- The Scientific research
Modern scientific research into the
field of reincarnation first began in
the 1960’s when Dr. Ian Stevenson,
a psychiatrist and professor at the
University of Virginia published a
ground-breaking article in the Journal
of American Psychical Research, “The
Evidence for Survival from Claimed
Memories of Former Incarnations.”
The fallout from this first article, and his
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subsequent contribution to researching
this phenomena is immense. In the
Journal of Nervous and Mental
Diseases, from September 1977, Dr.
Harold Lief was quoted as saying the
following about Stevenson: “Either he
is making a colossal mistake or he will
be known as the Galileo of the 20th
century.” Over his forty year career,
Dr. Stevenson published 10 books and
countless peer reviewed articles, for a
total of over 3000 cross-cultural case
studies, suggestive of the survival of
our individual consciousness, through
the process of reincarnation. In his
massive body of work, Ian Stevenson
suggests 3 arguments to support the
reincarnation thesis.
First, the presence of certain gifts
having to do with the child, that couldn’t
be transmitted through heredity. An
example of this is the case of Parmod,
a 3 year old child who remembers
having been a lemonade salesman in a
past life. In front of amazed onlookers,
the little boy operates a very complex
lemonade machine, without adult
assistance.
The second argument brought forth
is that of birth marks. For Stevenson,
who cites numerous cases in his book,
Reincarnation and Biology, these
birthmarks constitute even more objective evidence. One such example
is that of Mung Sein Win, a Burmese
child who remembers having been a
Japanese soldier in a previous life. He
was allegedly killed in northern Burma, by machine gun fire from a plane
flying overhead, during the Second
World War. The little boy had two birth
marks, one small round one over his
chest and one much larger one over the
upper part of his back, that resembled a
scar. The multiple examples, all corresponding to the manner of death in the
previous lifetime, sometimes with supporting autopsy pictures from the previous life, offers powerful evidence in
favour of the reincarnation hypothesis.
Thirdly, memories of the theatre of
a previous life, including locations

and people, further substantiate the
reincarnation hypothesis. I will cite
here the case of Prakash. Born in 1951
in Chhatta, Uttar Pradesh province,
India, starting at four and a half years
of age, the young child exhibited
a strange behaviour that lasted for
more than a month. The boy would
awaken in the night and run out into
the street. When caught by his parents,
he explained that his name was Nirmal
Jain, that he came from Kosi Kalan,
a small town some ten km. away and
that he wanted to go back to his old
house. His memories were very clear.
In addition to his former name and the
name of his former father, Bholanath,
Prakash was later able to supply the
name of Nirmal’s older sister, Tara,
upon visiting Kosi Kalan in 1961. He
shed tears of joy upon seeing Tara, as
well as Nirmal’s parents, whom he
instantly recognized. Furthermore,
Prakash was able to supply the names
of the neighbours, whom he correctly
identified as Tek Chaud, Ramesh and
Narain, not to mention the exact location
of their respective shops. He accurately
named his father’s line of work, a shirt
salesman, as well as accurately saying
that he owned four stores. Upon seeing
Devendra, Nirmal’s younger brother
and Jagdish, Nirmal’s eldest brother,
Prakash correctly identified them as
his brothers. Furthermore, upon seeing
Chameli, Nirmal’s aunt as well as
Chiranji, another aunt, Prakash referred
to them as ‘auntie.’
In the Jain’s house, Prakash correctly
identified Nirmal’s bedroom, who died
of smallpox, at age ten. He recognized
the diamond chain, having belonged to
his grandfather as well as the toy cart
that Nirmal was so fond of playing with.
Lastly, Prakash recognized the family
doctor present that day, by saying “It’s
the doctor,” when asked to identify the
man standing in front of him. Of all
the information supplied by the young
boy that day, everything was accurate,
save for one thing. He wrongly named
Memo, one of Nirmal’s sisters by the

name of Vimla. But this mistake was entirely explainable since it turned out that
Nirmal did in fact have a sister named Vimla, only Memo, the girl he incorrectly
named, was born after Nirmal’s death.
A last characteristic that would support the reincarnation hypothesis is that of
xenoglossy (or the ability to speak a language with which one is not familiar).
After all other explanations have been investigated - such as fraud, genetic
memory, telepathy and cryptomnesia (the remembering of a foreign language
learned earlier), xenoglossy is taken as evidence of either memories of a language
learned in a past life or of communication with a discarnate entity— a spirit.
There are literally thousands of xenoglossic cases, many hundreds of which
have been documented. They involve modern and ancient languages from all
over the world. Dr Ian Stevenson used scientific method to illustrate xenoglossy
and claims that there are only two possible explanations—either spirit contact or
past life memory - both of which are evidence for the afterlife.
Dr. Stevenson has done specialized research into xenoglossy and his book,
Xenoglossy, published in 1974, is one of the leading scientific studies in this area.
In it he documents a study he made of a 37 year old American woman. Under
hypnosis she experienced a complete change of voice and personality into that
of a male. She spoke fluently in the Swedish language—a language she did not
speak or understand when in the normal state of consciousness. Dr Stevenson’s
direct involvement with this case lasted more than eight years. The study involved
linguists and other experts and scientists who meticulously investigated every
alternative explanation. Fraud was ruled out for a number of substantive reasons
which Stevenson outlines in his study.
Dr. Joel Whitton, another psychiatrist and past-life researcher, cites the case of
Harold Jaworski who under hypnosis wrote down twenty-two words and phrases
which he ‘heard’ himself speaking in a past Viking life. Working independently,
linguists identified and translated ten of these words as Old Norse and several of
the others as Russian, Serbian or Slavic. All were words associated with the sea
(Whitton and Fisher 1987: 210). Cryptomnesia—the recollection of a foreign
language learned in the earlier years of a person’s life was also ruled out.
Finally, I would be remiss in my overview of reincarnation research if I did not
mention the important contribution of psychiatrist Dr. Brian Weiss. A pioneer in
reincarnation research, using past-life regression, through hypnosis, Dr. Weiss
has authored 7 books on the subject, since 1980. His most well-known book,
Many Lives, Many Masters, speaks of the story of his first past-life patient,
Catherine. In spite of 18 months of intense psychotherapy, Catherine’s many
fears, including the fear of water, of choking, of the dark and of dying only
intensified until, with the use of hypnosis, Dr. Weiss instructed Catherine to

go back to the time from which her
symptoms first arose. What came next,
was a complete shock to this empirical
doctor. Catherine spoke of a life lived
in 1863 B.C. as an Egyptian woman
named Aronda, who when progressed
to her death in that life, reported
drowning, by choking on water, from a
tidal wave that hit her village. A week
after this startling past life regression,
upon her next visit, her symptoms had
miraculously disappeared. What 18
months of intense psychotherapy had
failed to do, just one past-life regression
session had permanently resolved.
These exceptional cases would
be considered anecdotal, were they
isolated, but as mentioned, over
3000 case studies documented by
Dr. Ian Stevenson alone, are strongly
suggestive of the cyclical nature of
our souls, from the physical to the
non-physical and back again. But
even were there to be only one such
reported case, that case alone would
be worthy of scientific examination,
for no other reason that it confounds
the traditional materialist paradigm.
As the great American philosopher and
psychologist Henry James remarked:
“It is sufficient to produce one white
crow in order to prove that not all
crows are black.” In the debate on
reincarnation, it is helpful to remember
that, “ it is a foible of human nature to
stoutly defend an established position
despite overwhelming evidence against
it.”
I will close with the words of Dr.
Stevenson who had this to say in
response to a skeptic interviewer:
“One can believe in reincarnation, if
they so wish, based on the evidence.”
I hope that this article will have been
helpful, in putting reincarnation back
into its proper historical context and in
summarizing the supportive evidence
for the cyclical journey of the human
soul. O
R
This article also appeared in the
E-magazine
“The
Metaphysical
Express, May/June 2013”.
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I’m 85 And Still Alive! So What Did I Learn?
By Don Jeffery, Oakville, Ontario

Image courtesy of pakorn at FreeDigitalPhotos.net

Have you ever stopped to think,

“What have I learned in this lifetime?”
Perhaps I’m a bit strange, but this is
just what I’m doing now.
Alice, my classmate in our one room
public school, reminded me that I always was a strange kid, and Alice was
right! Even at an early age, I had questions about why we were here, about
death, and infinity, and so on. I’ m still
searching, but I like to think I have
firmed up some observations.
I still call Alice once or twice a year.
Some of our philosophical discussions
are a bit tentative, because we took
very different paths in our spiritual
life. Alice found her spiritual interest
in the Jehovah’s Witnesses’ teachings,
and is still comfortable on that path. I
grew up in the local United Church,
but eventually found that I needed
another perspective, so I looked into
other teachings---I studied some of the
Eastern systems, took courses, joined
the ARE, meditated, and studied my
dreams. Fortunately I married someone of like mind, and together we continued on, trying to investigate every
interesting part of life we could, meditating and partaking of a few rather unusual events---we walked on live coals,
meditated in two levels of the Great
Pyramid at Gizeh, and actually witnessed the signs of the stigmata appear
on an Indian nun, as we watched, close
at hand. In retrospect, Alice’s path and
my own were very different, but prob-
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ably appropriate for each of us. There
must be as many paths as there are
people, but we are all sharing different
roads to one final goal. I’m sure I came
into this lifetime already possessing
certain convictions and beliefs. Separating these from what I have picked
up in this lifetime would be very difficult, so I’ll simply relate my current
understandings and those I’m still refining at 85.
1.) EVERYTHING IS LAWFUL
We were introduced to this concept
on a visit to the ARE in Virginia Beach
in the early 1970’s by Dr. Herbert Puryear. On successive visits we enjoyed
meeting many of Edgar Cayce’s ‘family’ – his son, Hugh Lynn Cayce, his
grandson, Charles Thomas, his secretary, Gladys Davis Turner, and many
speakers such as Dr. Bill McGarey, and
Everet Irion. I had no trouble seeing
that the physical laws were lawful, but
seeing lawfulness in more subtle areas
required a firm acceptance of reincarnation, karma, free will, and a divine,
on-going purpose to life. Thankfully,
these came about very naturally.
It was comforting to think that God
had it right, and, if we could only see
the total picture, we would understand
this concept. No longer should we
view any situation as unfair. There is a
reason for everything, a sort of hidden
perfection, could we but realize it.
Later on, messages received during
meditation suggested this, as in the following instances:

“I see perfection in imperfection everywhere.”
“Each process is lawful. In the greater
reality, know that no deed is wrong. No
timing is wrong, get on with it!”
“There is a perfection in this time and
place. Each moment is perfect to the
input thereto, ultimately there is only
love and perfection.”
I had a lucid dream which was also
supportive of this train of thought. In
it, a New Age minister delivered this
reading:
“I the Lord am One with all things, the
greatest and the smallest. I hold them
in the palm of my hand, and all things
work for their benefit.”
And finally, a further thought that
came during a meditation:
“The web of humanity is such that
if a single person’s input were lost, a
hole in the fabric would be made, and
perfection lost. In other words, we never meet a person who is not a part of us,
in karmic terms, your greatest enemy
may be your best friend, he is the lesson you need to learn.”
2.) ONENESS
The unity, or oneness of all things
is the key to all deeper understandings.
It’s the glue, the gold standard. Even
science, at the quantum level, recognizes inter connectiveness, using terms
like “entanglement” and “the holographic universe.”
We can sense this unity to varying degrees, from mild to intense. I had one
very intense, unforgettable event while
in my 20’s, but not having any previous knowledge of such occurrences, I
didn’t know what to make of it. Eventually I read Dr. Maurice Bucke’s
book, Cosmic Consciousness, and was
surprised, but pleased to learn that this
same sort of experience had happened
to other people. He described them as
“Mystical Experiences” or “Peak Ex-

periences” (M.E.’s for short).
The psychologist A.H.Maslow also
wrote about these events around 50
years ago. They are generally described as unforgettable, life-changing
events with an awareness of oneness
(i.e., having no separate self), feeling
the unconditional and compassionate
love of the universe, with no judgment, no time, and no polarity. As with
Near Death Experiences (known as
N.D.E.’s) once one has experienced
such a state, one no longer has any fear
of death.
Much later I discovered that several friends had also experienced these
feelings of enlightenment, but it was
all just as much a mystery to them as it
had been to me.
I began to think that M.E.’s were
more common than generally realized,
so I advertised in the Association for
Research and Enlightenment’s magazine, Venture Inward and Edgar Cayce
Canada’s, The Open Road, asking
anyone who had experienced one to
send me the details. The response was
even better than I had hoped, and thus
opened a special project for me. I compiled a list of over 30 such experiences,
and when these were published, they
in turn brought in 40 more! Everyone
seemed relieved, and happy to know
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that other people had shared what they
had, and the feelings were remarkably
similar in many cases.
I believe this proves that Mystical
Experiences are definitely more common than originally thought, and may
be on the increase today. This is good
news, because many benefits seem to
follow them. I wish everyone could experience an M.E.! Although one can’t
“have” one on demand, so to speak, I
finally did have another one years later.
It came about accidently while being
regressed by Dr. Julian Meagher, from
London, Ontario, and it lasted longer
than my first one had. Several Oakville
ARE members were successfully regressed to previous lives during the
session. Julian agreed to try something
different with me, since I was more interested in my next life than past ones,
and also had some questions about my
guides, the meaning of certain lucid
dreams and some questions on science.
We received some information on all
of these, but the big bonus for me was
a wonderful Mystical Experience when
I entered a ‘purple haze’. Julian waited
patiently until it was over. Then he led
me into my next life. I hope it, as envisioned, comes about—a long life (to
ninety) in France, where a group of us
were devoted to teaching Oneness, a
concept that was to enjoy many more
followers than it does today. It seems
that our interests in this life can carry
on to the next one.
3.) EVERY PROBLEM REPRESENTS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY.
There seems to be more opportunity
to use this advice than any other! In
1966 I was given a copy of the book,
Think and Grow Rich by Napoleon
Hill, and following his principals to the
letter, I started a small company within
a year. His wise advice proved helpful
on several levels, the material, as well
as the spiritual. Whenever a set-back or
disappointment arose, a better outcome
often appeared shortly afterwards. I
found that expecting a better result to
come from a difficulty was a big factor
in actually finding it, as was keeping in
mind the final goal, rather than trying

to direct the path to that goal. On the
spiritual side, Cayce suggested setting
an ideal to act as a guide throughout
life.
Even a crippled body can be an opportunity. I saw the most beautiful
face, full of love and joy that I can ever
recall seeing---attached to the most
crippled body I had ever seen. This was
a young boy begging at the Red Fort,
in India. I like to think of this boy as an
old soul sent to teach us to look beyond
the body or the material world of form
and status, so we can sense where spirit
dwells.
4.) IT’S NOT MY PROBLEM!
Here is another practical observation that has proven to be very useful, as well as very calming. Lots of
situations are beyond our control, yet
we waste time and energy that would
be much better spent elsewhere. If it
makes you feel better, send money, or
positive thoughts. Even in distressing
family problems there comes a time to
step back and let things work out without your input. Other people have their
own lessons and karma to work on, and
we can’t do this for them. Of course,
if someone were to fall into a well,
you would throw down a rope, and tell
them how to use it!
My best friend worked at a distress
centre for many years, and often said
that we shouldn’t expect to change anyone, it had to come from within, and be
their own decision. He was, however,
a good listener, provided encouragement, and set a good example. They
say that what we see in others reflects
issues that we ourselves are dealing
with, in which case, the characteristics
in the other person which are bothering
you, may be your problem, too! Here’s
a thought, can you recall what worried
you a year ago?
5.) TALK TO YOUR BODY
The physical body is greatly influenced by the subconscious mind, which
in turn is influenced by the conscious
mind. Thank your body often, for being so healthy! Remember to speak in
Continued on page 26
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I’m 85 And Still Alive! By Don Jeffery (Continued from page 27)
only positive terms, as the subconscious mind does not register negatives. Thus, you would say, “I will eat a healthy
diet,” rather than, “I will not eat unhealthy foods.” The subconscious would translate the second sentence as, “I WILL
eat unhealthy foods!” I really think it helps, and I try sending healing to any part of myself that I think may need it.
6.) LOVE AND FORGIVE YOURSELF
Often we are too hard on ourselves. Of course we could
have done better at times, but being obsessive about it is
counterproductive. Learning to love and forgive ourselves
makes it easier to do the same for others. It took me a long
while to learn this one.
This is a lesson I had to learn some time ago, and at times
I am still learning it. It’s very easy to get involved in your
own belief system and think it’s better than all the others.
Following a recent discussion with my old friend Alice,
I had a dream on this very subject. Our paths were different, but in the dream, Alice stood tall, quite tall. I got the
message at once, and have kept it in mind when discussing
beliefs with anyone.
Writing this exercise took more effort than I expected, but
I hope it was worth while. At least it will keep me mindful
of lessons I feel I have learned, or am still learning. Just
after I had finished writing, I had a brief meditation and got
the impression that some energy from the other side was
pleased that I at least made the effort. My wife said, “that
was a back-handed compliment!”
Now, I’m going to give Alice a call, as I promised I would,
and I’ll tell her that she’ll never believe the strange article I
just wrote, nor would I expect her to. I may even thank her
for playing an important role in one of my lessons. O
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The New Now
by Christina Knighton, Nanaimo, BC

By way of introduction to Christina Knighton, author of the following article, she is a co-founder of
the Nanaimo Metaphysical Network and a long time friend, who speaks regularly at the Network.
She is a hypnotherapist and NLP practitioner, counsellor and student of Barbara Marx Hubbard.
Her speech to the Network recently on the Mayan calendar ending in 2012 discussed many of the
issues addressed in this article and we wish for her positive hopeful view to be spread as widely
as possible. Signed: William and Judith Munns, Founders of the Nanaimo Metaphysical Network.
We are on the threshold of an incredible evolutionary event
– the emergence of a new super organism: Humanity”

~ From the book, Spontaneous Evolution, Our Positive Future, authors,
internationally known visionary scientist, Bruce Lipton, Ph.D. and
Steve Bhaerman, political and cultural commentator.

Now that the Mayan calendar is complete, 2012 is in the past and we are at

the dawning of a new cycle or as Eckhart Tolle coined it, a New World...what
now? Evolutionary history is pointing to the realization that we and our planet
are exhibiting the symptoms of an evolutionary leap. If you go back all the way
in time to the beginning we are told that our universe was born after the big bang,
then another leap, the earth was born. Following, life appears then animals, then
humans, always a more complex organism. These are evolutionary leaps. History
shows that the push towards a new paradigm leap is preceded by crisis, a crisis
so monumental that it cannot be solved at the same level it was created. It forces
life to expand or collapse. We are at that point on our planet. Evidence includes
global warming, overpopulation, crashing economies, shortages of water and
increasing frustration involving massive inequities. Our old structures, including
health care systems, governance, education, economics and media are no longer
supporting humanity.
What is the common denominator of all the crises that when we look at the
world differently will radically change how we find solutions? We know that
it is paradigm changing in proportion, meaning that it is inclusive of what was
before, expanded in complexity and completely different. An example of a
paradigm shift in the world of science is the dawning of Quantum physics. It
did not dismiss Newtonian science but rather was inclusive of it, vaster and more
complex supplying a completely new and expanded way of seeing the world.
On a much more personal level we all went through a paradigm shift when we
moved from crawling to walking. Crawling was important for our development.
Our viewpoint was of the floor and feet and then we moved into walking and
everything was different. We could now see table tops, kneecaps and we could
see further, we used completely different muscles to stand than to crawl and we
had many more options available as a result of our new and complex ability. So,
what is the shift for humanity? How do we need to see ourselves differently in
relation to the planet, even the universe? Unconsciously the answers are always
there. Look at the word universe. Uni Verse. One Song. From the Popul Vuh, an
ancient Mayan text, it says “there were countless peoples, but there was just one
dawn for all tribes.” Quantum physics has determined that we are all connected.
The common denominator of all our crises isthat when we look at the world
differently and which will radically change how we find solutions is that WE
ARE ALL ONE.

We have had many ‘way showers’ in
our past that shed light on the changes
we need to make; Martin Luther King,
with his vision, Ghandi telling us the
“we are the change” and John Lennon
with his song, ‘Imagine’, to name a
few. The world was not ready for their
enlightened understanding yet and they
were assassinated. But now that there
are many more of us, we have hit a
critical mass and the time is
NOW,
time to wake up to our new potential
and a new world. The best way I can
understand the concept of unity and
the paradigm shift into Oneness is to
think of the shift made long ago when
only single cell organisms existed. The
crisis was overpopulation and thus a
shortage of food. The paradigm shift
was utilizing the sun as food through
photosynthesis and mobilizing as
multi-cellular organisms to combat
the death sentence of oxygen. That
is us...moving into a multi-cellular
thought frame. Imagine all the cells in
our body... the liver cells, heart cells,
hair cells...and the god of them all is
the entity called you. If one of your
cells decides to go anti social we might
have something like cancer. We are
realizing that we are actually part of a
greater body or as the quote above says,
‘a super human organism’. Although
oneness may sound bland and scary
with thoughts of lost uniqueness and
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The New NOW by Christina Knighton, Nanaimo, BC (Continued from page 29)
autonomy, research and experience
says quite a different story. It is
actually energizing, more creative and
demands your uniqueness to express
itself, for that is your contribution to
the whole. And it is your joy that is
your compass. Are you not ready to
make some radical changes now and
contribute to paradise on earth and
more joy in your life? I know I am!
If I may continue with the metaphor
of cells in a greater body, each of us
as cells are contributing to change one
way or another. As Ghandi said, “we
are the change”. The decisions we
make, the emotions we hold onto or
let go of, the thoughts we think and the
actions we take all contribute towards
expansion or contraction. In fact our,
personal awakening is tied together
with global, even cosmic awakening.
There is a cartoon of a stairway
with the different stages of mankind
standing on successive steps. There
is an Ape, further up a Neanderthal
man and further up a Homo Sapien
Sapien man with a tie and suit on. The
Homo Sapien Sapien looks up towards
the empty step and the Neanderthal
man says to him, we wondered if you
would ever notice that evolution is not
finished, there is still more to come. We
are part of a universal story and this is
a remarkable time to be alive. This
is the first time ever in the history of
ever that life is CONSCIOUS as it is
making an evolutionary leap. With the
crisis that drives evolution also come
new capacities, including heightened
awareness of the animating cosmic,
evolutionary impulse that propels
all life, flowing through our hearts,
motivating us to be more, do more,
love more and give more.
What are some practical things we
can do right now to contribute to a
New Now? What will foster a mindset
of UNITY and ONENESS? If we
are All One, then it follows that to
thrive and expand we need to make
a commitment to live our lives based
from love rather than fear and to realize
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that our creativity is an intrinsic part of
the unfolding new world. Referring
again to our metaphor of cells in a
body, we can no longer not recognize
that the cells of our toe are connected
to the cells of our liver and the cells of
our arms are connected in some way to
the cells of our brain, no matter how
different and odd one might appear
to the other. In general humanity
has reacted in fear to differences as
if they were separate and somehow a
threat. It is time to let go of prejudices,
old stories and hurts, collectively
and individually, outmoded thinking
patterns and our attachment to the
world of duality. We are all connected
and what effects another effects us,
what hurts the planet effects us. The
old world is grasping and gasping its
last pangs of life and the new world
is arising from out of the chaos. You
can tell to which world you are aligned
by how you feel. Is your heart open,
do you feel energized and inspired or
do you have a feeling of hopelessness,
tiredness and heaviness? At this time
many of us are still fluctuating between
worlds and that is ok. Remember, we
are the change and as we let go, trust,
open our hearts, refocus our minds we
contribute to global, cosmic change.
We are the bridge to the New Now.
An integral part of moving into
Oneness is to take our egos out of the
driver’s seat, as is said in the ancient
Mayan text, “defeat each one of those
who engaged in self-magnification.”
As we become more conscious we no
longer ‘access’ our higher selves but
rather live from our higher selves or
essential selves and allow the ego to
align with that greater, oneness based
perspective. We are moving out of “me”
and into “we” thinking. After all, if we
are All One, then “we” is “me” isn’t
it? We have matured as individuals
and collectively from a mindset of
dependency to independency and now
we are becoming interdependent. This
involves changing from a mindset of
competition to cooperation as a vital

component to co-creating the New
Now. Imagine a world where everyone
is concerned with your best interests
knowing that it serves the best interests
of the whole, where competition
does not make sense, except in the
spirit of expansion and even then
with a cooperative intent. We need
to cooperate in new ways to solve
our crisis ...with our new capacities
including
technology,
quantum
physics, world wide web, space travel,
compassion and an understanding and
cooperation with nature and each other.
Living in Oneness embraces a respect
for ‘All That Is’, including ourselves.
As conscious beings we are co-creators
of this New Now. We need to step
into our greatness and brilliance and
focus our attentions on the greatness
and brilliance in others. What we pay
attention to we bring about...that is in
part how we co-create. Focusing on
new innovations and movements that
support a unified world are also ways
we co-create, rather than to react to the
world that is falling away. Appreciation
and gratitude are powerful ways to
co-create a reality you want to be in.
Appreciate divinity expressing itself,
focus through gratitude on what you
want more of, appreciate and show
gratitude towards anything good that
is struggling to emerge, expand and
express. The openness of our heart,
the compassion we practise, the peace
we feel actually contributes to the
global energy field. As much as we
are affected by the world the world is
affected by the emotions we express.
(To find more information on heart
resonance visit www.heartmath.com).
One of the greatest challenges of our
time is the move out of the patriarchal
system and embracing the feminine
principle. With much gladness in my
heart, I recently read the declaration
by past US president, Jimmy Carter,
of his resignation from the church in
recognition of the inequities towards
women. The Dalai Lama stated at a
peace conference that the world will

be saved by the western women. We will never realize
Oneness without recognizing the contributions and unique
expressions of women. Women need to discover within
and with each other what it truly means to step into their
feminine power. Thousands of years of suppression requires
unwinding, dialogue, support, compassion and courage.
Finally, recognize the we as individuals are moving faster
than society. The time to act is NOW. We are the people
we have been waiting for.
Points to ponder ....
~ We are shifting through duality into Oneness.
~
We influence reality directly through our beliefs,
thoughts, perceptions and feelings. Appreciation and
gratitude are powerful ways to redirect our focus. Visualize
a positive future.
~ Our hearts are at the “heart” of evolution through our
coherence or lack of it. Are we coming from love or fear?
Practise compassion; gratitude & appreciation.
~ Recognize that we are the change. We are co-creators of
the New Now. Converge with others, collaborate, see the
highest self in yourself and others. Give attention to and
share what is working! O
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LIFE COACHING
Release old programming, thoughts and emotions
that no longer serve you. Create new neural
pathways and attract the life you want. Learn new
skills, increase your EQ and experience life mastery
with Life Coaching.
EVOLUTIONARY LIFE COACHING
Align to a new world paradigm, living intentionally &
from your heart. Shift from being guided by ego (fear)
to living from your higher Self (love). Engage your cocreative self and discover your genius, your gift to the
shift with Evolutionary Life Coaching.
Coaching for over 18 years
www.knightonconsulting.com
Email knighton@shaw.ca to set up a free
consultation & for more information.
Sessions by skype, phone and in person.

Thoughts…

By Harvey Green, LLC Kailua, HI.

Now

If we are not faithful to the small things what chance
do we have with the large ones? It is not in the clap of
thunder or the flash of lightning we find tenderness loving kindness but in the moment. If the moment appears
small and inconsequential it is rather in our perspective,
for now, right now is the stage upon which we will make
the commonplace holy and the holy commonplace.

Innocence

Innocence is a state of purity that flows into reality fresh
and new every moment. It can neither be soiled nor destroyed for it is not our personal possession. No matter
what we have experienced, no matter where we find our
self we may be bathed in innocence whenever we wish.
Faith is the key that unlocks the door to all good things.

The Whisper

As I strode across the open field I heard the soft sound of
the wind in the distance. I walked toward the sound and
as I did it became a bit more distinct. As I approached I
became aware that I was hearing was the sound of a whisper. The closer I got the more distinct it became. Although
I could not distinguish the words it was magnificent, its
softness, its sweetness were all consuming, and I wanted
to get closer to hear what it was saying. Finally, I found
myself at the edge of land, the precipice and what seemed
like a bottomless abyss. I leaned over just a bit to hear
more clearly and I fell. I fell not downward but inward,
I fell into the whisper. The whisper had swallowed me
and I was surrounded with the most indescribable beauty,
the most magnificent splendour. Suddenly I was the whisper and the whisper was me. I knew all things for I was
knowledge, there was no beginning; there was no end,
there was only forever. I had no need to think because I
was thought; I abandoned all reason because reason was
me. Then finally I knew the message, knew the whisper.
“Love is all there is, and as it is expressed I AM.”
Harvey Green is a long time student of the Cayce readings
and former chair of the Association for Research and Enlightenment Board of Directors.
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